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Abstract
In his MIT Doctoral thesis on an inverted Hydride-fueled reactor concept, Paolo
Ferroni (2010) suggested using short-length twisted tape inserts in order to increase
the critical heat flux (CHF) at which departure from nucleate boiling occurs. Short-
length twisted tapes were proposed in his study because they offer the benefits of
increased heat transfer and CHF, but also introduce a smaller pressure drop than a
full-length twisted tape insert.
This thesis project investigated the effects of short-length twisted tape inserts on
the pressure drop in round tubes. The objectives of the project were two-fold. The
first objective was to characterize the development of swirl flow in sequential twisted
tapes. The second objective was to create a correlation for the Darcy's friction factor
as a function of the Reynolds number (Re), tape twist ratio (y), and tape spacing (s)
which could be used for both Ferroni's work and other future work.
To characterize developing flow, 6 test sections were constructed. Measurements
were collected for the pressure drop at several sequential twisted tapes, and the result-
ing friction factors were compared for each tape module. The results showed at most
±10% difference in friction factor between tapes and no significant trends between
friction factor and the axial sequence location (or index) of the tape.
To develop a correlation, 21 test sections were constructed by P. Ferroni and the
author. Pressure drop measurements were collected for conditions spanning 10000 <
Re < 90000, 1.5 < y < 6, and s = 30, 40, 50. A correlation for the Darcy's friction
factor (f) was developed through the separation of the three variables to find f oc
Re-- , y 1 87 and s- 67. Tap water at room temperature and nearly atmospheric
pressure was used throughout the experiments, and for all short-length twisted tapes
the number of revolutions. Nev, was held constant at 1.5.
Thesis Supervisor: Neil E Todreas
Title: KEPCO Professor of Nuclear Science and Engineering
and Professor of Mechanical Engineering (Emeritus)
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Researchers in the Nuclear Engineering Department at MIT are currently investigat-
ing new reactor fuel designs for the use in light water reactors. One of such designs is
an "inverted" design in which coolant flows through cylindrical channels that axially
penetrate a solid block of uranium-thorium hydride fuel. Prior research conducted at
MIT and U.C. Berkeley has shown the potential to achieve a higher power density for
these inverted configurations relative to standard pin configurations, motivating the
further investigation of the practical limitations of such fuel designs. (Malen et al.,
2009)
One important design constraint that limits inverted fuel design is the require-
ment for high heat flux that comes with a higher power density. Since flow occurs
in individual channels as opposed to the larger open channel of a non-inverted fuel
design, a new method is required to increase mixing and the ability for the coolant
to effectively remove heat from the fuel. A common method for increasing the heat
transfer rate in other industries is to introduce "twisted tapes" into the flow chan-
nels. (Dewan, 2004) These tapes, made of a lightweight piece of metal twisted into
a helical shape, increase the turbulence in the flow and hence increase t he ability to
remove heat from the surface of the tubes in which they are inserted. The drawback
to this increase in heat transfer is that the tapes also result in a higher flow resistance,
and therefore higher required pumping power.
In order to obtain an increase in heat transfer characteristics while reducing the
increase in pumping requirements, some authors have proposed using short sections of
twisted tapes rather than introducing a tape throughout an entire flow channel. Has-
sid et al. (1966), Klaczak (1996) and Saha et al. (1990) are some examples; a complete
list can be found in Ferroni (2010). This design strategy enhances the performance of
forced convection systems, and it is particularly valuable for nuclear reactors where
pressure drop reduction also enhances passive natural circulation capabilities. While
a few authors have attempted to characterize evenly spaced twisted tapes, there is a
general lack of literature characterizing the pressure drop of short twisted tapes when
compared to the plethora of experiments and simulations for full-length tapes. (De-
wan, 2004) The purpose of this work is to investigate the pressure drop of evenly
spaced short twisted tapes in order to expand upon the current literature in the field.
1.2 Twisted Tape Overview
Since as early as the 1960's, researchers and engineers have investigated the use
of turbulence promoters in order to increase heat transfer characteristics of heat
exchanger systems. Turbulence promoters include any object which is intentionally
inserted into a flow path in order to increase turbulence and hence increase heat
transfer between the fluid and the walls of a heat exchanger tube. While these
promoters can take many forms, including wire coils, fins, dimples, and ribs, this
thesis project focuses on twisted tapes. (Dewan, 2004)
Twisted tapes are made of thin sheets of metal having the same width as the
inner diameter of a coolant tube. These sheets are twisted into a helical shape which,
when inserted into the flow path, induces flow in the direction perpendicular to the
bulk fluid velocity. This flow is often referred to as 'swirl flow," and it is believed to
be the primary mechanism by which twisted tapes increase heat transfer. (Manglik
and Bergles, 1993) Twisted tapes were chosen for this project because they have been
shown to be effective in increasing heat transfer in the turbulent flow regime while
also being relatively simple to build and secure. (Dewan, 2004)
In order to understand and discuss the characteristics of twisted tapes, it is im-
portant to first define some important parameters used in this discussion. These
parameters, which are used frequently throughout this report, are the empty tube
Reynolds Number (Re), half-pitch (H), twist ratio (y), tape spacing (s), number of
revolutions (Ne), and twisted tape module length (L). While definitions vary, the
conventions which align with the majority of the literature are used. (Dewan, 2004)
These definitions are as follows:
" The Reynolds Number (Re) used throughout this work is defined with re-
spect to the empty tube. The Reynolds number is given by: Re = - , where
rh is the water mass flow rate, p is the viscosity, and D is the tube inside
diameter.
" The Half-Pitch (H) is defined as the distance between two points on the edge
of a twisted tape which lie on the same plane. The half-pitch is the length of
tube in which a twisted tape completes 180' of revolution.
" The Twist Ratio (y) is defined as the ratio of the half-pitch to the inside
diameter of the tubing, y = H/D.
" The Tape Spacing (s) is defined as the distance between successive twisted
tapes (S) normalized to the inner tube diameter (D): s = S/D.
" The Number of Revolutions (Nev) is defined as the number of 3600 revolu-
tions of a twisted tape.
" The Twisted Tape Module Length (L) is defined for tubes with multiple
twisted tapes as the length of test section between the inlet of two successive
twisted tapes. Since all tapes had 1.5 revolutions, then: L = 3yD + sD.
Even from their inception, twisted-tapes have been a proposed method for in-
creasing the heat transfer capabilities of heat exchangers in nuclear designs. (Hassid
et al.. 1966; Seymour, 1963) They are a preferred method for their ability to increase
heat transfer, their relatively simple manufacture, and their resistance to clogging and
collection of dirt and other small particles. (Seymour, 1963) However, despite their
popularity in the chemical processing and refrigeration industries, twisted tapes have
not yet been employed in a nuclear reactor design. (Dewan, 2004) Some character-
istics of full length twisted tapes that might deter reactor designers is their neutron
absorption as well as their increase in the total flow resistance of the core.
In order to combat these concerns, some researchers have performed tests on
short, regularly spaced twisted tapes. These tapes are intended to maximize the heat
transfer due to swirl flow while minimizing the effect on flow resistance. While these
authors have investigated and developed correlations which characterize these short
twisted tapes, their research has not covered all of the possibly relevant operating
conditions and twisted tape geometries. For example, many short twisted tape designs
use a central rod which connects the tapes and holds them in place. (Saha et al., 1990)
This rod, while providing structural support to the tapes, decreases the hydraulic
diameter and results in higher flow resistance. In addition, the central rod could be
detrimental to the neutron economy in a nuclear reactor. As a result, it is important
to characterize the flow in a design which does not use these tie rods to stabilize
the tapes. In addition to this, many of the studies involving short tapes do not
include studies of the Reynolds numbers and Twist Ratios of interest for the current
inverted fuel design. (Ferroni, 2010) Hence, this work is important for characterizing
the pressure drop behavior of this current design.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to investigate and characterize the pressure drop in
evenly spaced twisted tapes. In order for this work to contribute to the field and other
researchers at MIT, it must present information that engineers can use to incorporate
evenly spaced twisted tapes into their designs. To this end, this thesis provides the
following tangible results:
1. Characterization of flow development in evenly spaced twisted tapes through
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the pressure drop in sequential twisted
tapes.
2. Development of a correlation for the Darcy's friction factor in the developed
flow region of evenly spaced twisted tapes.
1.4 Report Organization
Chapter 2 provides an overview of the experimental design and construction tech-
niques used in building the experimental apparatus for this thesis work.
Chapter 3 includes an overview of the experimental procedure for calibration, data
collection, and data reduction. It also includes preliminary experiments which were
performed to characterize the effects of measurement techniques on data collection.
Chapter 4 details the work performed to characterize the development of swirl flow
in regularly spaced twisted tapes.
Chapter 5 quantitatively characterizes the pressure drop of evenly spaced twisted
tapes with a correlation which encompasses the effects of Reynolds number, twist
ratio, and tape spacing.
Chapter 6 presents conclusions of this work as well as insights for future work in the
field.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Design
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the experimental apparatus and test section
construction techniques used in this thesis project. Due to the sensitive nature of flow
pressure measurement, much care was taken in the construction and testing of the
experimental apparatus. The primary flow loop for this experiment was originally
constructed by Paolo Ferroni for use in his doctoral thesis work: work to which
this thesis is closely tied. (Ferroni, 2010) The following sections describe the basic
experimental set-up designed by P. Ferroni, as well as experimental techniques and
modifications used in test section design for this thesis work.
2.2 Flow Loop Design Overview
The goal of the flow loop design was to create a test-bed for regularly spaced twisted
tapes which could test the tapes in the turbulent flow regime for values of the mass
flux expected in the inverted core reactor design. In order to do so, the loop must be
able to achieve Reynolds numbers well into the turbulent regime for water, and it must
include enough twisted tapes to study the effect of swirl flow development on pressure
drop across individual tapes. These two requirements, coupled with practical space
restraints and industry standard tube sizing led to the inclusion of a maximum of
about 10 foot (3m) long, 10.92mm inner diameter (D) test sections into the flow loop
for this experiment. A diagram of the entire flow loop is shown in figure 2-1. Starting
with the test sections and working around the loop, the following sections describe
the design choices made and construction techniques used for each component in the
loop.
(n) (o)
(a) (e)
(m) (1)(i) (h) (g) (f)
(b)
(c)
S(d)
(a) Reservior
(b) Centrifugal Pump
(c) Large Dia. tubing
(d) Drain Valve
(e) Heat Exchanger
(f) Gate Valve
(g) Thermocouple
(h) Flow Meter
(i) Flow Straightener
(j) Test Section
(k) Diff. Pres. Trans.
(1) Thermocouple
(m) Pressure Gauge
(n) Pressurized Air
(o) To Cold Water
Figure 2-1: Schematic drawing of experiment flow loop
2.3 Test Section Design and Construction
Given a constraint on the tube sizing and length, sections of tubing were designed
and assembled with internal twisted tapes in a way which allowed for the precise
measurement of pressure both in between and before and after the twisted tapes. A
schematic figure of a generic test section design is shown in figure 2-2. Each test
Upstream Tap Downstream Tap
3yD
1/2 s s = 30D, 40D, 50D 1/2 s
Direction of flow Not to Scale
Figure 2-2: Schematic drawing of an example test section. Drawing not to scale.
Actual test sections have 3-8 twisted tapes. Inlet and outlet pressure taps are located
directly in between adjacent tapes.
section was composed of 3 to 8 twisted tape modules. A twisted tape module, as
defined in Chapter 1, is the region between the inlets of successive twisted tapes. For
every tape module, the number of revolutions (Nev) for each tape was held constant
at 1.5. This parameter was fixed according to previous findings from Hassid et al.
(1966) which indicate that the optimal number of revolutions for CHF enhancement
is between Ne, 1 and 2; beyond this number, the heat transfer is not significantly
enhanced while the pressure drop continues to increase. Since this project did not
measure heat transfer properties, it was convenient to adopt these conclusions.
In order to allow for precise measurements without introducing flow disruptions,
the test sections were constructed using one continuous piece of type 316 stainless
steel tubing. This design, which was originally suggested by Professor Arthur Bergles,
includes pressure-tap holes instead of T-type connectors for pressure drop measure-
ment. This allows for the minimization of flow disruptions that would interfere with
pressure measurements. An example of a pressure tap hole is shown in figure 2-3.
Based on expert opinion from A. Bergles and N. Todreas, the diameter of the pres-
sure tap hole was limited to 1/10 of the inner diameter of the tubing to minimize
flow disturbances. The location of these pressure taps vary based on the nature of
the experiment (developing flow study or correlation study), but they were always
located at least 1OD from the nearest upstream or downstream flow disturbance.
Figure 2-3: Pressure tap hole in test section
2.3.1 Method for Securing Twisted Tapes
Once the pressure tap holes were drilled with a drill press and de-burred using a hand
drill-powered hone, the next step in test section assembly was to insert and secure the
twisted tapes. As described in the introduction, it was important that these tapes be
held in place without using connecting rods or other flow interruptions which would
cause additional pressure drop. This was accomplished by creating tapes of width
0.3 - 0.4 mm smaller than the tube inner diameter, and securing the tapes using
metal compression fittings. These fittings worked by pinching the tube in a radially
uniform way, causing the tube to compress around the twisted tape. The tapes were
inserted using a 1/4 inch diameter plastic or metal plunger, starting from one end of
the test section and moving sequentially down the tube. Each tape was held in place
with the plunger while the compression fittings were tightened approximately one
half turn past suggested fitting tightness. This process pinched the tube just enough
to firmly hold the twisted tape in place. The crimped tube and plunger system are
shown in figure 2-4.
(a) Crimped tube (b) Plastic plunger and tape
Figure 2-4: Systems for securing and inserting tapes
For a description of the construction of these twisted tapes, the reader is referred
to P. Ferroni's doctoral thesis (Ferroni, 2010).
2.3.2 Pressure Tap Hose Connections
After securing the twisted tapes in place, the final step in test section construction was
to create a water tight connection for each pressure tap hole. This was accomplished
using a plastic tubing connector which was modified to conform to the tube outer wall.
A completed modified connector is shown in figure 2-5. To perform this modification
a small section of 1/2 inch tube was heated with a torch, and then the connector
was pressed onto the tube to melt the connector into a cylindrical shape. Due to
the health risks associated with plastic fumes, this process was performed carefully
in a well ventilated room. After the plastic connectors were melted into shape, excess
plastic was removed using a drill press and the connectors were carefully de-burred and
sanded to conform to the tube. Once this was completed, the connectors were fused to
the stainless steel tubes using an industrial strength liquid adhesive, Permabond@102
Figure 2-5: Modified plastic connector for pressure measurements
All Purpose Super Glue. Although these connections were not permanent, when
applied correctly they proved to hold for several days of testing.
Since the test sections in the developing flow study in this thesis required several
holes to be drilled, but only two used at once, it was important to design a proper
plug for the pressure connections. The original plan was to drill pressure taps as they
were needed, but this would not allow for proper cleaning and de-burring of the holes
since once the tapes are inserted they cannot be removed. As a result, on the first day
of experimentation with the new design, a quick fix was needed to secure the plastic
connections from leaking while not in use. In order to prevent leakage, the system
shown in figure 2-6 was designed using the existing tube caps, super glue, and small
sections of rubber stopper.
Figure 2-6: Rubber stopper cap for preventing leaks from test sections with multiple
pressure taps
2.4 Measurement Devices: Flow, Pressure and Tem-
perature
During this experiment, data were collected on intervals of 3 seconds for four im-
portant system parameters. These parameters were volumetric flow rate, differential
pressure, system pressure, and temperature. Since each measurement could be sub-
ject to inaccuracies due to local flow characteristics, care was taken while placing
measurement devices around the loop.
The water volumetric flow rate was measured using an in-line flow sensor. This
sensor was located upstream of the test section in order to allow for an undisturbed
measurement. However, since this paddle-wheel sensor could create disturbances of
its own, a flow straightener was installed immediately downstream to the flow sensor.
This straightener consisted of a short (5cm) section of tubing with several smaller
diameter tubes inserted into the flow path.
Differential pressure and system pressure measurements were important and sen-
sitive measurements that were required for this work. To reduce disturbances in the
measurement of pressure caused by the flow sensor and straightener, the first pres-
sure tap of each test section was drilled at least 10 diameters downstream of the
flow straightener and ten diameters upstream from the first twisted tape. Subsequent
pressure taps were drilled in the test section as required by the experiment, and each
tap was connected via plastic tubing to an Omega TX2300 series differential pressure
transducer. The system pressure sensor was located downstream of the test section,
near the inlet to the water reservoir. This provided a measurement of the lowest
system pressure in the loop, neglecting the small change in height between the top
and bottom of the reservoir.
Finally, to measure temperature two thermocouples were placed inside the flow
path. One thermocouple was located immediately after the heat exchanger and before
the test section, and the second was located immediately after the test section. This
way, the average temperature of the water flowing through the test section could be
calculated, and subsequently the average properties of the water such as density and
viscosity could also be calculated. The typical temperature variation across the test
section during tests was measured to be less than one degree Celsius.
2.5 Pump, Water Reservoir, and Heat Exchanger
The remaining components in the flow loop are the pump and its supporting compo-
nents. The pump, a centrifugal booster-pump (Goulds 7GBS0715N4), is capable of
providing 1 to 15 GPM flow. This maximum flow was reduced to approximately 10
GPM with a 5-tape test section in the flow path. In order to ensure that the pump
provided a continuous flow of water in the event of a small downstream leak, a water
reservoir of approximately 6 L was placed in the loop upstream of the pump. This
reservoir provided enough tine for the operator to shut down the pump and seal off a
leak before the pump was damaged. The water reservoir and hence the entire experi-
mental loop was filled with tap water for all experiments. In order to maintain a net
positive suction head for the pump, the reservoir was pressurized to approximately
30 psia.
A heat exchanger was included in the loop in order to maintain system temper-
ature at a constant 25'C. During operation, the flow rate of cold water in the heat
exchanger was adjusted via a manual gate valve in order to maintain the temperature
within ±2 degrees.
2.6 Conclusion
This completes a description of the construction and design of the experimental flow
loop. Although the loop and its 'Visual Basic for Applications' (VBA) control pro-
gram were not originally designed for this experiment, the loop modifications and pro-
cedures used in test section construction successfully allowed for the accomplishment
of project goals. With the solid foundation of a well designed physical experiment,
it is now possible to describe the experimental procedures and data reduction that
were used to ensure the validity of results.
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Chapter 3
Experimental Methods
3.1 Introduction
A well designed experiment is only the first step towards ensuring the validity of
results. This chapter describes the experimental methods and uncertainty calcula-
tions which were conducted to ensure that data collected for this thesis project were
correctly represented. Starting with calibration and data collection techniques, this
section continues with data reduction and uncertainty analysis, and finishes with a
preliminary experiment conducted to characterize the uncertainty inherent in our
data collection techniques.
3.2 Pre-Experimental Procedure and Calibration
To ensure the observations and measurements taken from sensors during the ex-
periment were accurate, it was important to prepare and calibrate each of the vital
sensors. One of the most important sensors in the experiment is the instrument which
measures pressure across the test section. This sensor is an Omega TX2300 series
differential pressure transducer which, depending on the model used, can measure up
to either 10 or 50 psi in differential pressure. Due the criticality of this device to the
project, the standard procedure was to carefully prepare and zero the device for every
test section. The process for this was as follows:
1. Fill and pressurize loop.
2. Turn pump on and set to moderate speed, allowing several minutes for air
bubbles and pockets to be removed from the main loop.
3. Power down pump.
4. Starting with upstream side, bleed remaining air bubbles from hoses leading to
the differential pressure transducer.
5. Seal system and re-pressurize to operating pressure, visually inspecting to ensure
no bubbles remain in lines.
6. Turn on VBA controller software and take measurements for differential pres-
sure with pump powered down. Make manual calibration to zero differential
pressure.
As expected for a properly functioning device, this procedure often yielded no change
in the device zero point. However, it was important to check for these possible fluc-
tuations to ensure the pressure measurements were collected accurately. In addition
to this zeroing procedure, the pressure transducer was calibrated once to ensure its
performance by P. Ferroni.
Another component which was vital to the experiment and therefore required cal-
ibration to verify its performance was the flow meter. Unfortunately, there was no
convenient way to calibrate the flow meter before each test section was tested. How-
ever, P. Ferroni calibrated the flow meter once before and after the entire experiment
to ensure confidence in its readings. To perform this calibration, the flow meter was
attached to a once-through piping system which drained into an empty bucket. The
water was run through as flow rate data was collected, and then the final volume of
water was measured in the bucket. Through a numerical integration of the flow rate
over time, the flow meter readings were verified to match with the volume of water
which flowed into the bucket within the predicted uncertainty for the device.
After calibrating the two most important measurement devices in the experiment,
the only devices remaining to be calibrated were the overall system pressure sensor
and the thermocouples. Since the system pressure and temperature were only used
as an input to calculate the properties of water for a given test, the performance of
these devices were verified through comparison with other available instrumentation
in the lab and found to be in agreement with those devices.
3.3 Data Collection
It was important to establish and practice consistent data collection techniques for
this experiment. For all tests, measurements were recorded via a General Purpose
Interface Bus (GPIB) controller and Microsoft Visual Basic control interface. This
controller was programmed to record data on 3 second intervals, thus allowing tests
to run on time scales which would eliminate the significance of short disturbances in
flow. In order to obtain measurements at a range of values for the Reynolds number,
the pump speed was periodically increased through 10 intervals per test section. For
each increase, the new speed was maintained for approximately 2.5 - 3.0 minutes. By
using this procedure rather than a continuous ramp of pump speed, it was possible to
minimize the effects of flow transients on the measurements. In addition to stepping
the motor speed, another way inconsistencies due to transients were eliminated was
through the exclusion of all measurements which were observed within 10 seconds of
the change in pump speed.
3.4 Data Reduction and Uncertainty
In the experiments of this thesis project, measurements of volumetric flow rate and
pressure drop were collected. In order to allow for future researchers to adapt the
results of this experiment, these measurements needed to be converted into Reynolds
Numbers and friction factors, respectively.
To calculate the Reynolds number, the relationship described in chapter 1 for the
open-tube was used:
4 r
Re = (3.1)7r Dy
where i- is the water mass flow rate, p is the viscosity, and D is the tube inside
diameter. The tube diameter is known, and the viscosity is determined using the
NIST/ASME Steam Properties Database with inputs for temperature and pressure
from the measured experimental data. The mass flow rate was determined from the
measured volumetric flow rate, Q, by the following relation
m = pQ (3.2)
where p is the density of water as a function of temperature and pressure, given by
the NIST database.
In order to define results which are comparable to other studies, the calculation of
friction factor for this experiment was performed on a per module basis. A module is
defined as the region between the inlet of one twisted tape and the inlet of the following
twisted tape. To calculate the friction factor for a given module, the definition of
Darcy's Friction Factor, f, was used:
D 2pf AP p (3.3)L G2
where D is the tube inner diameter, L is the module length, p is the density of water,
G is the empty tube mass flux, and AP is the pressure drop across the module.
Written in terms of only measured quantities:
ir2 D 5 1f = AP (3.4)8 L pQ 2
Once the measurements had been converted into useful quantities for comparison,
it was important to estimate the uncertainty in these calculations. It can be shown
that for a random variable, z, which is a function of n random variables, xi, the
variance of z is given by
n n
o ~ o-ij (3.5)
i=1 j=1
where o-3,. is the variance of xe (ot) and ogg is the covariance of xi and xz. (Taylor,
1997) Using this relation and equations 3.1 & 3.3, it was possible to define the
uncertainty in Re and f using known uncertainties in the measurement of Q,AP, and
other quantities. Through this procedure, assuming all covariances are approximately
zero, the following relations were found:
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assuming water property values are known without error
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again, assuming the water density is known without error
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These calculations assumed that op and o-, were sufficiently small to be neglected.
This assumption was valid because these uncertainties depend on the partial deriva-
tives with respect to temperature and pressure, which were negligible at the operating
conditions of this experiment.
In this work, the reduced values for the Reynolds number and friction factor were
used in data regression. For the purpose of clarity, in this thesis averaged values of the
data appear in tables and figures. Whenever possible, error bars shown represent the
statistical standard deviation of each averaged data point and include measurement
uncertainty only when it contributes significantly to the overall error.
3.4.1 Other Sources of Uncertainty
In addition to uncertainties related to instrumentation, the measurements conducted
in this thesis project were subject to uncertainties related to the variability in test
section manufacturing. In order to ensure that these uncertainties were not introduc-
ing significant error, it was important to hypothesize possible variabilities and either
test or verify their effects using the literature.
Manufacturing uncertainties identified in this project included uncertainties in the
twist ratio of each tape, the length of each tape, the final filed width of each tape,
the distance between tape wall and tube inner wall, the change in diameter as a
result of tube crimping, and the tape inlet orientation with respect to other tapes
and pressure taps. Table 3.1 shows a list of these manufacturing variabilities and
their corresponding uncertainties. The issue with characterizing these manufacturing
Table 3.1: Manufacturing Characteristics and Uncertainty
Characteristic Estimated Uncertainty
Twist Ratio t1%
Tape Length ±1%
Tape Width t5%
Tube Inner Diameter ±5%
Tape Orientation ±100
uncertainties was that they were hard to isolate for testing. Since the tapes were hand-
filed to their final width before being twisted and inserted into the tube, it would
be hard to compare the performance differences resulting in these small (0.1mm)
variations in tape width. The same explanation goes for tube inner diameter since
the compression fittings were secured by hand and the inner diameter was hard to
measure once the tape is in place.
Although the effects of manufacturing characteristics were hard to quantify, it
was possible to devise an experiment which could be used to measure the effect of
the uncertainty in tape orientation on pressure drop measurements.
The problem of tape and pressure tap misorientation become an issue in test
sections with multiple twisted tapes. When inserting and securing the twisted tapes
inside a test section which is 3 meters long, it was not possible to control precisely the
orientation of the tape inlet. As shown in figure 3-1, any two tapes might have been
misaligned by an estimated factor of ±10'. It was postulated that this misalignment
may have an effect on the pressure measurement downstream, since the asymmetry of
swirl flow could result in different pressure measurements at different points relative
to the tape exit orientation. Hence, before completing other experiments, it was
important to characterize the effect of tape alignment on pressure tap readings.
Entry Tape Tape #1
I (P
Tape Inlet Edge
x
Figure 3-1: Schematic drawing of tape misalignment. Direction of flow is into the
page. Estimated error in alignment from construction is +10%, but extremes were
tested.
Figure 3-2 and table 3.2 show the experimental setup (built by the author) and
results of an analysis P. Ferroni conducted on the effect that tape alignment has on
the measured pressure drop. The test section for this experiment had two pressure
taps located at 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 diameters from the outlet of the twisted tape.
At each location, one pressure tap was drilled into the top of the tube, and one was
drilled into the bottom. By measuring the difference in the results gathered from
the top and bottom pressure tap, it was possible to examine the effect of swirl flow
asymmetry on the measured pressure drop. The results are presented here as a ratio
of the top measurement (APtp) to the bottom measurement (APbottom), averaged
over 10000 < Re < 90000.
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Figure 3-2: Test section design for tape misalignment study. Figure adapted from
P. Ferroni (2010).
The results show that for those measurement distances used in the developing
flow and correlation study, the variability in pressure drop measurement was at most
15%. On average, the variability was ±5% for y = 1.5, and ±2.7% for y = 3. Hence,
when the twist ratio was large (y > 3), the variation became negligible, since it was
well within measurement error. This means that when examining variations in data
in other experiments conducted in this study, variations greater than those observed
here can not be attributed to errors involved with the relative azimuthal placement
of twisted tapes and pressure drops.
Table 3.2: Effect of relative azimuthal position on AP measurement. Results tabu-
lated from P. Ferroni's data.
y = 1.5
s 15 20 25 30 40 50
AAPt.r(Ave) 1.045 1.025 0.995 0.964 0.868 0.926
0.027 0.013 0.008 0.015 0.011 0.005
y= 3
s 15 20 25 30 40 50
At (Aye) 0.934 1.022 0.964 0.986 0.993 1.018
APbot torn'
o- 1 0.013 0.008 0.023 0.011 0.003 0.004
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the methods used for both characterizing and reducing sys-
tematic and random uncertainty in the experiments conducted for this thesis project.
Experimental procedures, instrument calibration, and careful data collection helps
to reduce systematic uncertainties, while thorough data analysis characterizes the
remaining random uncertainties. Even with this analysis, however, there are un-
certainties in the experiment which remain uncharacterized due to lack of time or
ability to thoroughly analyze them. As it will become clear in the next chapter, these
uncharacterized uncertainties may play a role in interpreting future results.
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Chapter 4
Developing Flow Study
4.1 Introduction
As stated in chapter 1, the most important goal of this thesis project is to characterize
the pressure drop of evenly spaced twisted tapes so that engineers may apply the
results to nuclear reactor designs. The most obvious way to allow engineers to use this
work is to create a correlation which describes the pressure drop; this is accomplished
in chapter 5. However, there is a question which arises in the formulation of this
correlation which must first be addressed. This question is whether or not there is
an entry effect: does the first, second, third, etc. twisted tape module have a higher
or lower friction factor than the subsequent modules?
The answer to this question is sought in this chapter through a study of the
pressure drop across several modules, with the hopes of finding a general trend which
can be both qualitatively and quantitatively observed. However, both Ferroni (2010)
and the author find no clearly defined relationship between module index and friction
factor, and also find that differences between the entry module and other modules do
not generally exceed ±10%.
4.2 Design of Experiment
Since this experiment was a small part of the greater work for this thesis, it was
important to design the experiment such that it could be performed in the most
efficient way possible. This meant designing the test sections so they could be switched
quickly and easily, as well as designing the test matrix such that the experiment could
be cut short if the results were clear enough that no further testing was necessary.
The multiple tape developing flow test section design is shown in figure 4-1. Similar
to those test sections used for the correlation tests, each section was created from one
3m section of tubing. Because of this, those test sections with longer twisted tapes or
longer tape spacing had fewer tape modules for testing. Since, as described in figure 4-
1, the modules must be defined between tapes, the test sections with multiple tapes
could only measure the pressure drops of modules starting with the first tape after
the entry module. This module is referred to as module 1, while the module with the
first twisted tape is referred to as the entry module.
Entry Pressure Taps
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5
Direction of flow .6 Not to Scale
Figure 4-1: Developing flow study test section with module number labels. All mod-
ules except for the entry module are tested on the same test section. Entry module
is tested using a test section with only one twisted tape.
In order to test the pressure drop of the entry module, a separate test section was
constructed. This test section was a shorter section with only one tape and three
downstream pressure taps located at 30, 40. and 50 diameters from the tape outlet.
The upstreamii pressure tap was located at least 10 diameters from the tape entry to
prevent local pressure effects of the tape from interfering with the pressure measure-
ment. The measured pressure drop was converted into the entry module pressure
drop by subtracting an analytical prediction of the pressure drop of 10 diameters of
empty tube.
Since the significance of entry effects for multiple twisted tape modules was un-
known before experimentation, a test matrix was designed to test the lowest twist
ratio and tape spacing (y, s) = (1.5, 30) first. It was expected that the largest entry
effect would be present in the test section with most swirl flow. After testing the
first section and finding non-definitive results, both a (3, 30) and a (6, 30) test section
were added to the testing schedule. This testing plan did not include test sections
with tape spacing longer than 30 diameters since it could be assumed that any differ-
ence between an entry test module and fully developed test module would be more
significant for lower values of tape spacing. This assumption was derived from the
observation that any developing phenomenon in swirl flow would be proportional to
the levels of swirl flow present. Hence, swirl flow development effects would be more
pronounced when swirl flow was more pronounced.
4.3 Data Collection and Reduction
In collecting and reducing the measured data for this experiment, care was taken to
insure additional errors were not introduced. Each multiple-tape test section was run
during a single laboratory session, and the differential pressure transducer was zeroed
between trials. On the rare occasion that a leak developed during a test, the testing
was suspended and the entire tape module on which the test failed was tested a second
time. These data collection methods sought to reduce the possible systematic errors
that could arise from a non-zeroed pressure transducer or other measurement bias
introduced between days of testing.
After the raw data for the pressure drop and volumetric flow rate were collected,
the data were converted into values for the module friction factor and Reynolds num-
ber. For the entry module test sections, this meant subtracting the extra pressure
drop which arises due to the 10 diameters of empty tube between the upstream pres-
sure drop and the twisted tape inlet. To subtract this pressure drop, values from
previous measurements of the pressure drop of the empty tube were used.
4.4 Results
The results of the developing flow study are shown in figures 4-2 through 4-5. Fig-
ure 4-2 shows only fitted lines for clarity. Data shown are averaged values of friction
factor, and include error bars which factor both measured statistical error as well
as contributions from calculated instrument error. As it is clearly shown, there was
not a consistent distinction between the friction factor of the entry module and the
friction factors of the other modules. For the (1.5, 30) test section, it was found that
the entry module had on average a higher friction factor than the other modules. For
the (3, 30) test section, it was found that the entry module friction factor was also
higher than the average module friction factor. Finally, for the (6, 30) test section it
was found that the entry module friction factor was higher or about the same as the
average module.
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From these data, it can be seen that the entry module friction factor deviated no
more than 10% from that of the average module. In addition, the friction factors of
several other modules were seen to deviate from those of the average module by the
same order of magnitudes. Taking into consideration the results from section 3.4.1,
which showed approximately ±5% variation due to tape alignment uncertainties, it
follows from these observations that the entry twisted tape module should not be
treated differently than the other modules in the test section. Even though the entry
module friction factor was on average higher than the friction factor of the other
modules, it did not stand out significantly enough from the other modules to warrant
individual analysis in system design.
What is not clear from these results is the underlying cause for the large variation
in friction factor between modules. Individual module friction factors differed by
as much as 20%, yet the uncertainty in measurements was at most ±10%. In his
analysis of this data, Paolo Ferroni suggested two factors which could be involved in
creating this variation. (Ferroni, 2010) One factor is the inlet edge effect, in which
microscopic burrs along the inlet edge of the twisted tape could create disturbances
in flow which would increase the turbulence and pressure drop across the tape. The
second factor Ferroni suggested is the competing effect of boundary layer thinning
on swirl flow development. Like the edge effect, the relative importance of boundary
layer thinning might vary between twisted tapes.
4.5 Conclusion
A study of the development of swirl flow in evenly spaced twisted tapes has shown
no compelling reasons to treat the friction factor of the entry twisted tape module
differently from the friction factor of subsequent modules. It was found that the
friction factors for all modules were within ±10% of the average module friction
factor, and that across different test sections, the entry module friction factor was
not unique compared to the average module friction factor. This result means that
designers may use the correlations developed in chapter 5 for both entry modules and
all subsequent modules.
Chapter 5
Correlation Development
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a correlation for the Darcy's friction factor of evenly spaced
twisted tapes as a function of Re, y, and s. To develop this correlation, measurements
were conducted for 10000 < Re < 90000, 1.5 < y < 6, and s - 30, 40, 50: ranges of
operation which were not present in the literature but necessary for the development
of future reactor applications. Ferroni (2010) The goal of this chapter is to describe
clearly the process which was used to develop this correlation, and to present a concise
correlation which will be easily applied to future engineering designs.
5.2 Correlations in Established Literature
Before developing the correlation, it was important to review the current literature
and decide upon techniques for data reduction. While there are no current studies
which cover the range of Re, y, and s of interest for this project, there are many
studies which have characterized the friction factor for full-length twisted tapes as
well as for a limited set of short-length tapes.
Manglik and Bergles (1993) developed a correlation for the friction factor of a
full-length twisted tape to be of the form
f oc Re 0 25 (I + .2) (5.1)
This result shows a simple power-law dependence of the friction factor on both the
Reynolds number as well as the twist ratio. It fits with the empirical data, and
correlates well with historical data for the friction factor as a function of the Reynolds
number. A nice feature of this correlation is that it is separable in terms of Re and y,
but it cannot be used for this study because it is not valid for multiple short-length
twisted tapes.
Similarly to Manglik and Bergles (1993), Klaczak (1996) developed a correlation
for the friction factor in full length twisted tapes, but for the laminar regime. This
relation is as follows
f = 82.376(Re) 04  (5.2)
Again, it was found that for full-length tapes the correlation for friction factor can
be described as a separable function of Re and y.
Saha et al. (1990) developed a correlation which is valid for short-length twisted
tapes, which can be found in equations 15-20 of his report Saha et al. (1990). This
correlation is a highly complex function of Re, y, and s, and it is valid for 11000 <
Re < 44000, 3.46 < y < 10, and 2.5 K s K 10. Since the MIT research applications
which inspired this project operate outside of these boundaries, it became necessary
to collect new data for this thesis.
Since it will be important for future researchers to adapt the results of this thesis
project, the work in this chapter attempts to maintain the simplicity and separability
of Manglik's correlation for full-length twisted tapes, seeking a correlation in the
following form:
f(Re, y, s) = f, x u(Re) x v(y) x w(s) (5.3)
where u(Re) oc Re', v(y) oc yo, w(s) oc s7, and f, is a normalizing constant.
5.3 Design of Experiment
To characterize the friction factor over an ample range of the Reynolds number, twist
ratio, and tape spacing, a test matrix over the range of y = (1.5 : 6) and s = (30 : 50)
was constructed. For each pair of twist ratio and tape spacing, a test section with
multiple (3-8) twisted tapes was built, as shown in figure 5-1. Since the number of
revolutions of each tape was fixed to 1.5, tapes with different twist ratios had different
lengths, ranging from 49mm (y = 1.5) to 196mm (y = 6). This is important to
note, since other studies may choose to hold tape length rather than tape revolutions
constant. After the sections were constructed, each 3m section was placed into the
experimental apparatus and data were collected over the range of Reynolds numbers
of interest. For each Reynolds number, approximately 50-100 measurements of the
pressure drop were taken at a frequency of 1 measurement in 3 seconds.
Upstream Tap Downstream Tap
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Figure 5-1: Correlation study test section. Measurement is averaged over all modules
except for the entry module.
The experimental data displayed for this chapter are values of the friction factor,
obtained using equation 3.4, averaged over these 50-100 measurements of AP. The
error bars associated with each averaged value include averaging error in the Reynolds
number, a-Re,a, as well as averaging error in the friction factor, of,a. These errors are
a result of lumping several data points which are not identical into one averaged
value. The averaging errors in Re and f are combined with the slope of the fitted
functions in order to calculate the estimated overall error in f for error bars, ot, as
shown in equation 5.4. These errors should not be confused with the errors due to
wwwm= -- M
measurement uncertainty from section 3.4, which are small relative to the averaging
error and hence are neglected.
2 2~~ df 22(54
O f ,a + dRe) '" (5.4)
The averaged values and errors for a typical data set are shown in figure 5-2. For
clarity, unless noted, all other plots in this chapter represent the averaged values for
the friction factor without error bars shown.
5.4 Development of Correlation
In this section, a correlation is developed in three steps. The three parts of equa-
tion 5.3 are determined separately in each step by normalizing the data in a different
way to focus on only one of the three controlling variables. After this is completed,
the three parts are combined to create an overall correlation in section 5.4.4.
5.4.1 Determination of u(Re)
The first task towards developing a combined correlation was to find the relationship
between the friction factor and the Reynolds number, u(Re), independent of y and
s. This was completed in two steps. First, a regression was completed for each
individual set of data (denoted fi for the i'th data set). As shown for the example
data set (y, s) = (1.5, 40) in figure 5-3, the data for each test section i were plotted
and regressed by non-linear least squares regression to a power function, fi(Re) =
AiRemi + aj. These power functions fit the data quite well, giving R2 values greater
than 0.95.
Upon inspection of the independent data set regressions, it was clear that although
each regression had a unique value for cj, these values lay within ±10% of each other.
This means that combining all of the data and seeking a single regression in the form
u(Re) = A x Re' + a (5.5)
Model:
f (Re) = A *Re + a
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds)
A - 3. 8 (1.5 , 6.0
a - -0.47 (-0.54,-0.39)
a - 0.036 (0.030,0.041)
A y-1.5, s40
-Fit-
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Figure 5-2: Example data and regression fit for fi(Re), y
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Figure 5-3: Data and regression fits for all fi(Re) for s = 30. For clarity, only averaged
data values are shown.
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introduced only small errors into the model. As shown in figure 5-4, this combined
regression was performed by normalizing each set of data to the friction factor calcu-
lated for a Reynolds number equal to 10,000. Values for A, oz, and a equal to 71, -0.53,
and 0.47, respectively, were found for the normalized data, and will be used in the
final combined correlation.
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Figure 5-4: Regression of entire set of data (not averaged data), normalized to the
friction factor of each test section at a Reynolds number of 10,000.
5.4.2 Determination of v(y)
The next step towards creating a complete correlation was to determine the functional
form of the friction factor in terms of twist ratio. In order to complete this task, the
data were transformed into several vectors which hold Reynolds and tape spacing
constant and vary the twist ratio. The data were transformed and analysed using the
following steps:
1. Pick a value for s
2. Pick a value for Re
3. Create a vector for f as a function of y in the range (1.5:6), denoted fi(y)
4. Normalize the vector fi(y) to fi(y = 1.5)
5. Repeat 2-4 for Re in the range (10000:5000:85000)
6. Repeat 1-5 for s in range (30,40,50)
After the vectors for fi(y) for each i data set were created and normalized to f (y =
1.5), they were plotted as shown in figure 5-5. Given the assumptions of the correla-
tion, all functions should be monotonically decreasing in y. However, as it is clearly
shown, the data for s = 50 were not consistent this expectation. In addition, for a
data set that is separable in Re, y, and s, the normalized functions in this plot should
overlap. These functions did not match completely, especially across different values
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Figure 5-5: Normalized friction factor as a function of y for several Re, s. Dotted
blue line: s = 30, dash-dotted red line: s = 40, dashed green line: s = 50.
of s. However, as shown in figure 5-6, a regression in the form
v(y) = B x y, + b (5.6)
could be found, where B = 0.92, # = -1.87, and b = 0.57. This regression will be
used in the final correlation.
Table 5.1: Average values for f(y)/f(y = 1.5), with associated percent errors. These
errors are a representation of the error introduced by making the assumption that Re
is separable from y.
s = 30
y 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6
fnorm 1.0 0.83 0.74 0.66 0.60 0.59 0.59
o-[%) 0 0.4 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.6 1.2
s=40
y 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6
fnorm  1.0 0.81 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.62 0.60
o-[%] 0 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.2
s = 50
y 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6
fnorm 1.0 0.77 0.76 0.69 0.61 0.64 0.60
a[%] 0 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7
In addition to the combined correlation, was is also possible to define 3 unique
intermediate correlations: one for each value of s. The averaged values for fi(y) at
constant s and their associated errors are shown in table 5.1. The errors introduced
are quite small, and are on the order of 1%. With these discrete values for fi(y) at
constant s in hand, f(y) could be fit to a power law in the same form of equation 5.6
above.
The results for a combination of f(y)/f(y = 1.5) and f(Re) for y = 1.5 at constant
values of s are shown in figures 5-7, 5-8, 5-9. Qualitatively, the fits for s = 30 and
s = 40 were quite good for all ranges of y, while the fits for s = 50 were not as good,
especially for intermediate values of y. The results for s = 50 were not expected to
be as good, since there are clearly discrepancies in the data. It was expected that the
friction factor should be monotonically decreasing in y, but for s = 50, measurements
for y = 2 and y = 2.5 were nearly identical, and measurements for y = 5 showed a
higher friction factor than those for y = 4. It would be instructive to re-run these
tests in a future study to see how the results change. In order to quantify the
Model:
v(y) = B X yo + b
0 Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
2 0.9- B 0.92 (0.88 , 0.94)
.L P = -1.87 (-1.97, -1.77)
Cb = 0.57 (0.56, 0.58)0
L~ 0.8-
E 0.7-
0z
0.6-
0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Twist Ratio, y
Figure 5-6: Plot shows regression for normalized friction factor as a function of y.
goodness of fit for the s = 30 and s = 40 correlations, it was convenient to observe
the percent error of each data point from the correlation predictions. To characterize
this average error, an interval [-a,a] was defined as the interval such that 95% (±2o)
of the data falls within +a% of the correlation prediction. The error intervals in which
95% of the data are shown in table 5.2. It was found, as is clear from observation,
that the correlation for s = 40 predicted the experimental data most accurately.
Second best was the correlation for s = 30, which generally worsened as the value of
y increased. In addition to the error intervals, values for R2 are given in the legends
of figures 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9.
Table 5.2: Table of error intervals [-a,a].
Fit Overall s=30 s=40 s=50
a [%] 5.4 5.0 2.0 5.8
e y=1.5
2R2 = 0.997
f= f(Re) x f (y) y 21 b 2y=
f a x Re i + C2
f a X y 2 + C - =0.981
a -6.6 a = 0.95 A y =2.5
b = -0.53 b = -1.75 2
C = 0.047 C = 0.54 R2=0.984
R2 =0.980
0 Y=4
2R = 0.947
- Y=5
-- R = 0.989
AY=6
- - R =0.925
- -
~ --
.... -K . ...
~--0-F1
1 2 3 4 5 6
Reynolds Number
7 8 9 10
x 10
Figure 5-7: Intermediate correlation based on constant s = 30 for friction factor as a
function of Reynolds number and twist ratio. Data are for s = 30.
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Figure 5-8: Intermediate correlation based on constant s 40 for friction factor as a
function of Reynolds number and twist ratio. Data are for s = 40.
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Figure 5-9: Intermediate correlation based on constant s = 50 for friction factor as
a function of Reynolds number and twist ratio. Data are for s = 50. Correlation for
this data does not fit as well as that for s = 30 and s = 40.
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5.4.3 Determination of w(s)
In section 5.4.2, it was shown that for constant tape spacing, a representation of
the friction factor as a separable function of the Reynolds number and twist ratio
replicates the experimental data quite well. In addition, the results of independent
regressions show that the functional form of both Re and y were nearly constant over
the range of tape spacing measured. Therefore, it should be possible to determine a
functional form for the tape spacing and create a combined correlation.
In order to determine w(s), a similar methodology to that of v(y) was used. The
procedure was as follows:
1. Pick a value for y
2. Pick a value for Re
3. Create a vector for f as a function of s in the range [30:50], denoted fi(s)
4. Normalize the vector fi(s) to fi(s = 30)
5. Repeat 2-4 for Re in the range (10000:5000:85000)
6. Repeat 1-5 for y in range (1.5:6)
The results of this normalization process are shown in figure 5-10. Clearly, although
all data was monotonically decreasing in s, approximating each of these curves as
one averaged set would introduce significant error. In order to move forward, it was
necessary to focus on data that was most similar. As shown in figure 5-11, the curves
for y = (1.5,2.5,6) were found to have a similar shape. Through a least-squares
regression of the data for this subset of y, a correlation for friction factor as a function
of tape spacing was found to be in the form
w(s) = C x s- + c (5.7)
where C = 95, 2' -1.67, and c = 0.68.
36 38 40 42 44
Tape Spacing, s
Figure 5-10: Plot shows friction factor as a function of tape spacing for several Re,
y. For data completely separable in Re, y, and s, all curves should overlap.
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Figure 5-11: Plot shows friction factor as a function of tape spacing for only y
(1.5,2.5,6). These data can be approximated to have the same functional form for
f (8).
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Finally, the results of equations 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 were combined in order to create a
final correlation. The resulting correlation and averaged experimental data are shown
in figures 5-12, 5-13, 5-14, which also include final values for the parameters.
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Figure 5-12: Final correlation for friction factor as a function of Reynolds number,
twist ratio, and tape spacing. Data shown are for s = 30.
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Figure 5-13: Final correlation for friction factor as a function of Reynolds number,
twist ratio, and tape spacing. Data shown are for s = 40.
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Figure 5-14: Final correlation for friction factor as a function of Reynolds number,
twist ratio, and tape spacing. Data shown are for s = 50. Correlation fits data for
y = (1.5, 2.5,3,6) well, but is somewhat inaccurate for other data.
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5.4.4 Final Correlation
Combining the results from sections 5.4.1 through 5.4.3, the final correlation was
defined as follows:
f(Re, y, s) = (0.0974) x (71Re-0.53 + 0.047)
x (0.92y--87 + 0.57) x (95s-1.67 + 0.68) (5.8)
With this correlation in hand, it is now important to assess its accuracy.
5.5 Assessment of the Correlation
Even though this correlation was developed through least-squares regression as a
"best-fit" for the data, this best-fit was created by making several approximations
and simplifications which need to be evaluated. In order to represent and evaluate
the accuracy of the correlation, R2 values and error intervals for both individual test
sections as well as the overall data set were used. Shown in table 5.3 are the error
intervals: the ± percent error within which 95 % of the data fall.
Table 5.3: Table of 95% error intervals for each combination of y and s, evaluated for
all Re.
y 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6
s = 30 2.4 4.2 3.4 4.2 8.3 4.4 4.7
s = 40 2.9 2.8 4.9 4.1 4.1 3.3 3.1
s = 50 3.6 8.0 4.7 2.3 5.8 7.2 2.3
From this table as well as from the R2 results listed in figures 5-12, 5-13, 5-14, it
was possible to quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of the correlation for each set of
data. Clearly, certain parts of the data were represented with far more accuracy than
others. These inconsistencies can be explained in a few different ways. First, the data
were normalized to the y = 1.5 and s = 30 data, so the fit generally described data
closer' to this test section with more accuracy.
In addition to the effect of normalization, some data sets were clearly outliers.
For example, the data for s = 50 and y = 2 and 5 were shown to be ill-represented
by the correlation through low R2 values, large error intervals, and even by inspec-
tion of the data. The reason for this was that these data did not match with the
fundamental assumption of this correlation: that the friction factor is a continuous
and monotonically decreasing function of the twist ratio and tape spacing. No corre-
lation in the form sought in this experiment could correctly predict the data for both
(s, y) = (50, 2) and (50, 2.5). Similarly, the data for (30, 4) were not represented well
by the correlation since for Re < 50, 000 the measured friction factor for y = 4 was
less than that of y = 5 and y = 6.
This begs the question of why some of the data did not agree with the original
assumptions. For the outlying data which correspond to twist ratios of 4,5 and 6, there
may be a simple explanation for discrepancies. Each test section was manufactured
such that its tapes have an equal number of revolutions (1.5), but not an equal length.
This means that as the twist ratio increased, the tape length also increased. As a
result, although the pressure drop due to flow acceleration decreased with twist ratio,
there was a competing effect of increased friction due to the increased length over
which the equivalent diameter was reduced. At high twist ratios (4-6), it is possible
that the increase in friction due to tape length had a stronger effect than the decrease
in friction due to flow acceleration, resulting in data which did not correspond with
our assumptions.
There are also many possible explanations for the form of data for (s, y) = (50, 2).
One possibility is that the tapes were not aligned correctly, although from the work
presented in chapter 3, it seems unlikely that this would cause such a large deviation
from expectations. Another possibility is that other variabilities in manufacturing
caused this unusual observation. For example, in the study of swirl flow development
of chapter 4, variability between the pressure drop of individual tapes was shown to
be on the order of ±10%.
Even though there were some data which did not agree with the general trends,
they were included in the overall assessment of the correlation accuracy. As a result,
the final correlation was found to predict 95% of the data within i6.6%, and 100%
of the data within ±11.6%. Examples of both an average data set as well as a poorly
predicted data set are shown in figures 5-15 and 5-16, respectively.
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Figure 5-16: Plot shows representative data and poor fit with 95% error intervals.
Data shown are for y = 5 and s = 50.
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5.6 Conclusion
The incorporation of short-length twisted tapes into flow channels has been previously
shown to be an effective way to heat transfer characteristics in industrial and nuclear
applications. (Seymour, 1963; Saha and Dutta, 2001; Gul and Evin, 2007; Klaczak,
1996; Algifri et al., 1988; Hassid et al., 1966) However, in order for engineers to
incorporate these tapes in their designs, they must have an understanding of how
the tapes will effect pressure drops in the systems in which they are added. To help
with this process, this chapter developed a correlation which characterizes the Darcy's
friction factor as a function of the empty tube Reynolds number, twist ratio, and tape
spacing. The correlation found is as follows
f(Re, y, s) = (0.0974) x (71Re-0.53 + 0.047)
x (0.92y-'-17 + 0.57) x (95s--1.67 + 0.68) (5.9)
and it is valid for
10000 < Re < 90000
1.5 < y < 6
30 < s < 50
with Nrev = 1.5, for water at room temperature and nearly atmospheric pressure. This
correlation predicted 100% of the experimental data within ±11.6%, and a majority
of the data with even greater accuracy.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Review of Findings
The purpose of this thesis was to qualitatively and quantitatively investigate the
effects of short-length twisted tapes on the pressure drop of water in round tubes. In
the developing flow study of this thesis (Chapter 4), a comparison of the pressure drop
in sequential short length twisted tapes was made. No clear relationship which relates
the pressure drop of a tape module to the module's location relative to other tapes was
found. In the correlation development study of this thesis (Chapter 5), a relationship
between the Darcy's friction factor of a tape module and the Reynolds number, twist
ratio, and tape spacing was developed. This relationship found f c Re- 5 3 , y1.87
and s-167 with a range of validity given by 10000 < Re < 90000, 1.5 < y K 6, and
s = 30, 40, 50. This correlation should allow for future researchers and designers to
predict the effects of evenly spaced twisted tapes on the pressure drop of their designs.
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